
Environmental Policy in the City Hall of Plock 
 
 In the frame of the city`s sustainable development strategy, our organization acts 
in favour of  continuous improvement of Płock' citizens life quality. This objective is being 
realized through efficient and professional execution of  tasks with a special emphasis on  
the protection of natural environment. 
 
We pay special attention to: 
 
1. abiding by the legal regulations and voluntary accepted norms in environmental 

protection, 
2. taking into consideration ecological conditions in every phase of the process of  

creation of legal acts connected with environmental protection and within 
administrative procedures, 

3. taking into consideration rules of suistanable development and  keeping biodiversity in 
all aspects our activity, 

4. preparing, improving and realizing of evironmental programs, plans, objectives and 
tasks, which care for environmental resources and tend to reduce organization`s 
negative impact on environment, also to prevent environmental pollution, 

5. implementing rules of environmental management system and cyclic checking 
implementation`s propriety, 

6. joining all personnel in realization of environmental management system, according to 
their functions, competences and responsibilities, 

7. sharing environmental experience, 
8. initiating of ecological education, 
9. propagating ecological activities in EMAS abroad. 

Top management of the City of Plock ensures the availability of resources essential to 
implement, maintain and improve our environmental management system. 
 
Mayor of the City of Plock is responsible for realization of the Environmental Policy. 
 

City Hall maintains environmental management system that conforms to the 
requirements of ISO 14001 and EMAS Policy, to continually improve performance of the 
activities, including cyclic reviews of environmenntal targets and tasks. Effectivity of 
environmental management system  is systematically evaluated all the time. 
 
Text of the Environmental Policy was signed by the Mayor of Plock, copied and distributed 
throuh personnel of the City Hall, and is also  available on the ofiicial city website. 
 
        
       Mayor of Plock 
       Mirosław Milewski 
 

 
 
Plock, 11th September 2006 
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